DETER
DETECT
DELAY
RESPOND

Our Remote Video Solutions (RVS) take Video Surveillance one step further by
generating an immediate response and preventing incidents from becoming issues.
Technology and people are optimised to form a stronger, cost-efficient and proactive
force in protecting organisations. Here’s how.
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“Security has turned into a
sophisticated ecosystem of
connected devices and people.”
Jonas Bergström
Product Owner, Remote Video Solutions
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A proactive
security solution
+
SECURITY
CAMERAS

How does it work?

+
VIDEO
ANALYTICS

+

SECURITY
OFFICERS

REMOTE
SERVICES

1

The network of cameras and other
sensors is connected to the
Securitas Operations Centre (SOC)

2

Potential threats are identified by
cameras and then automatically
analysed based on predefined criteria.

3

When necessary, an operator within
the SOC is alerted and takes immediate
action to manage the threat.
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Response through
remote services
Operators use live video footage to assess
a range of activity, putting them virtually
on-site and ready to respond.

REMOTE ALARM VERIFICATION
When an alert is received, by having an operator with eyes on the scene, they
can quickly intervene using loudspeakers and powerful lighting. At the same
time, they can instantly dispatch security officers and the authorities, continuing
to provide real-time updates to all concerned. Swift and appropriate action is
taken, threats are effectively handled, and false alarms are significantly reduced.

REMOTE SECURITY ESCORT
Are there times when staff on-site are more at risk? Perhaps walking alone
to a remote car park late at night or opening up a building early in the morning.
On request, an operator provides a remote escort, scanning the area for danger
and then observing the individual via live video until their journey is complete.
Employees know their safety is taken seriously. Employers reduce the likelihood
of cases with potentially costly consequences.

REMOTE AREA PROTECTION
Vulnerable areas needing greater security, can be cost-effectively protected
using high-spec cameras and intelligent video analytics. Behavioural analysis
of people, vehicles and objects is carried out by technology in the first instance.
Any unusual activity triggers an automatic alarm which an operator can then
verify, and if necessary, act upon. Incidents averted. Area secure.

REMOTE ENTRY / EXIT MANAGEMENT
For most businesses, it’s not financially viable to man every site entrance and
exit. There may also be peaks and troughs in the flow of traffic at guarded
access points, which could be more economically managed. Remote entry
and exit management solves these problems. Barriers, gates and doors can be
opened at a distance, once the necessary visual and verbal security checks are
completed by the operator.

REMOTE VIDEO PATROLS
Random patrols during high-risk hours, such as at night, are a proven way of
proactively guarding a site. Doing this remotely via strategically placed cameras,
allows an operator to check large areas or whole premises faster than an officer
on foot. Tighter security is achieved through more frequent patrols, and without
the usual overhead.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Video can now be used for much more than just security. RVS camera analytics
can be programmed to capture data capable of providing valuable business
intelligence. It might be linked to consumer behaviour, the operational efficiency
of a company or workflow, or to support marketing and HR initiatives. It’s an
added value service that can help drive efficiencies across other areas of
business, for an even greater overall return on investment.
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More efficient.
More secure.

Making leading security
technology accessible

Remote Video Solutions are designed
to combine people and technology in the
most efficient way, whilst increasing security.

Remote Video Solutions
works off an open platform,
with scalable equipment.

And as a standardised and centrally supported
concept, it leads to favourable economy of scale
and efficient management of cyber security threats.

They give organisations the flexibility
to link a wide range of existing devices
and grow their security network as
changing circumstances demand.
The performance of any integrated IP devices
is continuously healthchecked, with failures
notified to the operator for remedial action.

HOW DO WE EVALUATE RISK?
To help identify where efficiencies can be made, the starting point is an assessment of
a company’s operational set-up and business risk levels. Where there are security officers
already active on-site, this evaluation ensures their skills are utilised at the right times,
so there are no wasted hours. By using our in-house developed tools, we make sure the
assessment is sufficient and based on known facts and historic data. In other words, one
step closer towards predictive security.
PROTECTIVE SERVICE SELECTION
This knowledge steers the selection of an appropriate
blend of Protective Services, including Electronic Security,
Fire and Safety, Remote Security, On-Site Security,
Mobile Security & Corporate Risk Management.
The outcome is an overall security solution that
achieves both optimal use of resources and the
strongest possible protection.
RELYING ON THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY
The importance of selecting and installing the right
products is paramount. Throughout the assessment
process, we’ll carefully identify equipment that will best
suit your specific operation, environment, lighting and needs.

1. All IP-devices are monitored

2. Alarms received by the SOC

Continuous health monitoring
ensures potential issues are
dealt with proactively e.g.

3. Action taken to resolve

•

Video stream malfunction

•

Computer malfunction

•

Storage device
malfunction

•

Network malfunction

•

Remote repairs / maintenance

•

On-site repairs / maintenance

•

Temporary guarding services

•

Instant resolution reports

Far from requiring a significant up-front investment, Securitas Remote Video Solutions are
offered as a cost-efficient Video Surveillance as a Service (VSaaS) concept.
It puts the latest technology always within a customer’s reach, with proactive optimisation of
equipment, software and response strategies included.
As a fully managed solution, all installations, maintenance, monitoring and remote services
are handled by us, reducing the time and hassle of managing multiple supplier relationships.
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Remote video for all
No cameras on site? Already operating basic CCTV?
Security officers carrying out 24-hour video surveillance?
Whatever your current set up, Remote Video Solutions can add value. And if you
go for RVS Go or RVS Pro, it comes with an extra layer of peace-of-mind since
those solutions are managed by Securitas and delivered as an all-inclusive service.

RVS View

For organisations with cameras already in place

Choosing the right
package for you
Compare features from RVS View, RVS Go & RVS Pro

Features

RVS View

RVS Go

RVS Pro

Connected to Securitas Operations Centre

RVS View turns an evidential CCTV system into
a more responsive and effectual security measure.

Remote alarm verification

This is done through the addition of a connection
to the Securitas Operations Centre for monitoring
and delivery of remote services.

Remote video patrols
Remote security escort
Remote entry/exit management

RVS Go

Supports up to 16 cameras

For small to medium-sized companies requiring
a more advanced video surveillance solution.
Allows customers to have access to the complete
range of remote services and also includes new
camera hardware, maintenance and monitoring.

RVS Pro

Supports unlimited number of cameras

For companies with high security needs requiring
a fully integrated, fully managed solution.
Compatible with over 5,000 camera models,
thanks to the industry-leading Milestone
Video Management platform at its centre.

Remote area protection

X

Business intelligence

X

Inclusive new camera installation

X

Technical monitoring of connected devices*

X

Customer management via App & website*

X

Services fully managed by Securitas

X

Data encryption*

X

Cloud-based storage

X

Server-based storage*

X

X

Milestone video management platform

X

X

Multiple camera brand support*

X

X

*The availability of these features to RVS View customers is
dependent on the specification of the existing video recorder.

X

WE HELP
MAKE YOUR WORLD
A SAFER PLACE
INTEGRITY

VIGILANCE

Want to know more?
Our team of business security
experts will be happy to discuss
your individual requirements.
Email: sales@ress.securitas.com
Visit: www.securitas.com
Remote Electronic Security Solutions
Securitas Services Europe
Agnesfridsvägen 113A
212 37 Malmö
Sweden

HELPFULNESS

